
For the week of 4/29/24

Hoover  
Happenings



Mrs. Suder’s Third Grade  
Class!

We have started our new unit, Marine Life,  for ELA and the students 
are very excited to share what they already know!

We are wrapping up unit 5 in math and students are looking forward 
to getting into learning fractions.

Cursive is coming along great and students are almost done 
learning all the lowercase letters! 





Our fairy tales turned out great and we shared the 
published versions as a class this week. Mrs. Parmelee is 
making a class book out of them so we can all have the 
chance to read everyone’s stories.  Conferences were 
Thursday. Thanks to all the families who were able to 
come in! It was great to meet face to face and talk about 
your wonderful kids. 

Mrs. Parmelee’s  
Third Grade Class





We are busy in science with our circuits unit. We 
started by answering worksheets and doing 
activities about the components of a circuit, 
using an interactive website. Next week we will 
be constructing our own circuits and testing 
what happens when we add more batteries and 
more lightbulbs. To be continued…

Mrs. Houston’s 
Fourth Grade Class





Ms. Johnson’s Fourth Grade Class
Our week was ELECTRIFYING!!!!

●





Fifth Grade Class

Thank you all who attend parent 
teacher conferences either in 
person or over the phone. I 
appreciate meeting with you so 
we are on the same page and 
can help our students succeed. 
It was a fun and learning filled 
week. We are excited to 
continue learning about the civil 
war in unique ways. 

Mr. 
LeMere’s



Mrs. 
Bienstock’s 
Fifth Grade 
Class

Heading toward the finish line at full 
speed ahead! MSTEP is complete save a 
few make ups. One more round of 
IReady to shine in showing how we 
have grown and then BAM! Watch us 
transform into middle schoolers! We 
purchased some new games with your 
generous donations to school store! 
Thank you to GRAHAM BECKER who 
learned how to play PLANET with little 
brother Jack at home and then came 
and taught us how to play this super fun 
new board game! We graphed on the 
grid and we are busy with our final ELA 
project! Lots going on and we are 
laughing and giggling our way thru it all! 





Our project this Friday was making moon sand out of oil and flour. 
Students had a great time working with others to make their own 
sand any color they wanted. 

In addition, we wrapped up autism awareness month with a class 
conversation and making posters to put around the school about 
inclusion and Autism to make others more aware and to encourage 
acceptance and belonging. 

Ms. Surratt’s  
  Class




